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Reporting on our 33 year …….
Our Chairman writes
Our Annual Newsletter is a way of both informing
Friends of the Trust about activities and also of
especially thanking them for their interest and
support. Outwardly it may look similar to past
newsletters, but very sadly it has been produced
without its main editor Russ Sharp who died
suddenly of a heart attack on 20th August while out
with Liz and friends on his beloved Dartmoor. He
had already asked for ‘copy’ for this Newsletter,
and courageously Liz and daughter-in-law Nikki
were determined that they would continue with the
production. As we grieve with Liz and family at
this totally unforeseen departure we thank them
for their inspiring commitment and achievement.
In March Liz and Russ had had a most successful
visit to KwaZulu Natal, seeing a very significant
proportion of the projects that we have been
supporting with ACAT, TREE, ECAG and Khanye
(formerly known as kwaNele), while meeting so
many friends and contacts. They were able to fully
endorse the good written reports from the projects
that had been already received. Therefore we have
felt we can support TREE with further grants over
3 years as they set up teacher training in the rather
more remote and deprived Nqutu area, as well as
ACAT who will expand their work in Nkandla with
our continuing support. Our fuller reports will give
the details on these and other achievements.
The Annual Helwel Hike in June was again a great
success. Hosted by Leo and Pauline Aylen, a large
group enjoyed the downland views and beautiful
valleys near to Warminster, Wiltshire, with a BBQ
to follow. Many thanks Leo and Pauline. Hike
sponsorship funds have been vital in providing the
internal fittings and furnishings for the Khanye
building. Do put the date of 18th June in your 2011
diary for a hike in the beautiful Wealden hills of
West Sussex.

Start of Helwel Hike outside Bishopstrow in June.

The council has been very grateful that our trust
income has been pretty well maintained thanks to
your help during these difficult times, but in order to
enhance our support we have taken additional
funding from the reserve funds. While South Africa
gained enhanced national pride and unity with their
excellent handling of the World Cup, the soon-tofollow prolonged national strike of public service
workers hinted at the many problems that the
“Rainbow Nation” is facing. Liz and Russ confirmed
that in rural areas there remains not only dire
poverty and grievous need, but that many other
charitable donors are reducing their support. We
know that Helwel Trust is able to give help in these
areas of deprivation. Thank you so much for
enabling this to be done.
Howard Mowbray

Russ Sharp:
Helwel Trust Council
1991-2010
It is with immense sadness that I write that Russ died
suddenly on 20th August 2010. He was walking on the
edge of his beloved Dartmoor with Liz and two friends
and having commented on what a marvellous day it
was, he slipped quickly away with a heart attack from
unsuspected coronary artery disease. His last words
quoted by his son Toby at the funeral were “Excuse
me”. As Toby said, this was quite a large request from
someone with so much still to do.

Russ Sharp
1946 - 2010

Russ was one of those
special
people
who
always made you feel
better. Everything he
took on he did with
energy,
passion,
commitment, industry,
and cheerfulness.
So
when he joined Liz on
the Helwel Trust Council
in 1991 he was fully
involved right from the
start.

His connection with South Africa was through Liz.
She had spent two years at Charles Johnson Memorial
Hospital and though she had met Russ just a few
times before going there, he waited for the returning
boat and very quickly proposed marriage. Liz was a
foundation member of the Helwel Trust in 1976. This
profoundly influenced the family.
Chloe their
daughter was one of the first young ‘volunteers’ to
spend months working with Helwel Zisizeni in
Zululand. Tragically she was to die shortly after her
return in an accident in Scotland. With typical
determination and deep Christian faith Liz and Russ
turned this personal sadness into happiness for Zulu
children by funding a pre-primary school from her
estate. Russ visited South Africa a number of times to
keep abreast of the projects and his advice to the
council was always wise, perhaps challenging, with a
determination to do the right thing. He was a
Trustee, was in charge of ‘publicity’, and produced our
outstanding Newsletters and Updates.
He was also the producer and enthusiastic wearer of
Helwel T-shirts and other attire which helped us to
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feel like a proper organisation. In his eulogy at the
Thanksgiving Service Rev Kevin Hooke said that Russ
had a whole range of T-shirts that publicly proclaimed
the issues and causes close to his heart. The packed
congregation at Ashburton Methodist Church for his
funeral bore witness to his very many involvements, and
his legacy of goodness and decency. Russ cared
passionately about integrity, justice and ‘people’, so the
Zulu people really mattered to him, as did so many
others in disadvantaged situations.
With typical activity and joyfulness Liz and Russ had in
July celebrated 40 years of their marriage, wonderfully
bringing their little grandson John to baptism that same
weekend. Running, sailing and kayaking (together with
the usual paper and committee work) had filled their last
few weeks and Russ was enjoying every minute of it. As
Toby said at the funeral, he appeared to have so much
still to do, but he was so generous with the riches of his
character that he showed us how to continue without
him. Ourselves bereft by his sudden passing, we extend
our deepest condolence to Liz, Toby, Nikki and John.

Howard Mowbray

KWABAKA
A SEARCH FOR EXCELLENCE
IN CARING
KwaBaka is the story of a Mission
Hospital Community in Zululand
from 1930 – 2006 told by Jon
Larsen. Jon was born in Zululand
and worked most of his
professional life as a doctor and
Jon Larsen .
pioneer obstetrician there, including long periods at the
“Charlie J” Hospital at Nqutu. He recounts a
compelling mix of medical drama, social history and
Christian witness. At the core are two pioneering
couples – the Johnsons and the Barkers
After the turmoil of the Anglo-Zulu war of 1879 the
Johnsons, that very same year, began a Mission close to
the battle site of Isandlwana. Working in the Nqutu
area for the rest of his life, Charles established 40
parishes and churches. He gave basic medical care as
well as spiritual. In 1930 the diocese started a very
small hospital and it was named in his memory.

The arrival in 1945 of a missionary doctor couple,
Anthony and Maggie Barker, gave impetus to the
development of a most amazing hospital. Their total
commitment to care, medical excellence, and practical
Christianity rapidly established an ethos in the
hospital. Their devotion to teaching led to the
establishment of a nurse training school with immense
longstanding benefits to the care of the patients.
Apartheid was an anathema to them and they did not
permit it to intrude into hospital life, an ethic that
showed the way to so many others. Anthony, an
outstanding surgeon, was flamboyant, a brilliant
communicator and teacher, yet could be impulsive.
But Maggie, an equally able clinician, was quieter,
resourceful, strong minded, and a steadying hand.
Truly an amazing team they made the hospital
“KwaBaka” (the place of the Barkers). Attracted to
this beacon were a multitude of other people drawn
from both local and far flung backgrounds, so many
very outstanding in their own way, but all encouraged
and inspired by the Barkers’ example. The ethos was
established, and when the Barkers departed for
Britain in 1974 to begin a new and equally influential
new phase of their lives, the hospital forged steadily
ahead, guided by outstanding leaders but also ably
supported by the whole hospital community.
By recording in such a readable way this story of
devotion, triumph and excellence, in often adverse
conditions, Jon has done an immense service to
‘history and to us all. This is an outstanding book
which you absolutely must read.
Howard Mowbray

E C A G Eshowe Community
Action Group

‘Magqama High School hereby wishes to express
millions of thanks to ECAG for the erection of two new
beautiful classrooms that can be used as the school hall,
this is accompanied by 2 (water) tanks’. So writes Mr
Zungu the Principal of the school. He continues, ‘Our
grateful thanks to Lungile of ECAG and our sponsors
whom we wish to have a continuing relationship with.
Special thanks also to our contractor Mr Cele who knows
what building is and has a ‘bullet’ speed in building. He
is a kind-hearted, emotionally and balanced kind of
person. The school is a completely new school that will
increase the enrolment in the up-coming years.’
These few lines teach us so
much: space to learn; space
to gather for assemblies,
dancing, singing, and
eating maybe; water tanks
to conserve precious water,
particularly during the dry
months of winter and,
above all, the ability to
increase enrolment with
more young people being

.
given the opportunity to complete secondary
education.
Helwel Trust has been pleased to channel your
donations to ECAG who have now built eight classrooms
four of which have used legacy funding. Sadly we don’t
have for more classrooms at this time but it’s good to
remind ourselves what these bright new classrooms
replace.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN PURCHASING A
COPY
A few copies are obtainable from Liz Sharp at £15.00
p & p inclusive. Her address is on the back cover of
the newsletter. Alternatively order one directly from
the publishers Cluster Publication, Pietermaritzburg,
South Africa. ISBN no, 978-187505383-4
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ACAT
Africa Co-operative Action
Trust
ACAT continues to make a profound difference to the
lives of the rural populations of Nkandla and Nqutu
besides the many other areas in which they work. The
most recent six-monthly reports bear out all that Russ
and I saw for ourselves in January.

Thembi Madondo the Extension Officer for both areas
(pictured talking to Russ), and Geoff Morgan from
ACAT’s headquarters showed us round and we were
struck by the high regard in which they are both held.

Faith Khanyile

Activities in the Nkandla
area are led by Faith
Khanyile,
a
bright
energetic person who has
attended a Leadership
Skills course at the
ACAT headquarters near
Howick.

There continues to be expansion to the number of
small groups (of five people) operating in the area who
are supported by Thembi and Faith in the following
six key areas: planning (gardens and small scale
business enterprises); training; issues surrounding
causes of poverty; HIV & Aids; simple bookkeeping
and conflict resolution.
A garden for every household remains a key tenet in
order to increase food security. As we experienced, the
summer rainfall was good so the summer crops yielded
an excellentGroup
harvest.
The winter
dry season
is always
meeting
at Mathiya
in
trickier but deep
trench methods
of gardening,
the Nkandla
area.
mulching and
use
of
grey
water
are
taught
to good
Book-keeping charts on the
effect.
Business skills courses grow in popularity as people
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reap their rewards. Between January and the end of
June Thembi ran nine one day workshops attended by
62 group members. The skills learnt were then taught to
a further 207 people by Community Volunteers

Group meeting at Mathiya in the
Nkandla area.
Book-keeping charts on the walls

ACAT write that ‘HIV and Aids continues to devastate
the Nkandla area with regular reports of the deaths of
group members. At the time of reporting, there are 26
homesteads that are caring for very sick family
members. The groups are also caring for and watching
over 32 child-headed homes and 19 community families
that have sick members. Thembi is working with
Isibindi, an NGO that trains community caregivers and
addresses issues surrounding orphans, eg a safe place for
children to play. They also approach the families where
children have reported abuse to address these issues.’
There have been a good number of group meetings set
up to disseminate information of HIV and Aids using a
DVD as a tool. It is hoped that the DVD can also be
used in schools but as yet there has not been space
within the school timetables which resonates with
problems here in the UK!
Causes of poverty are always hard to address. ACAT
writes, ‘The concept of change is always difficult,
although the idea is attractive, but the practical decision
to actually change routines and behaviour is difficult for
most, and impossible for others.’ The challenge to
change is put to the groups regularly so that the
motivated members can testify to the less motivated …..
but we all know how difficult change is! Why should
our Zulu friends find it any easier than we do?
A wonderful success story comes from the Sustainable
Agriculture Programme in the Nqutu area.

ACAT write that, ‘Mrs Thandi Ndlovu started her
home food security plot with very little money and a
lot of passion for producing her own food. Having
grown up in the rural areas, where she started school,
she had a dream of becoming a community worker in
the agricultural sector … but she had no money for
schooling or training so her dream could not be
fulfilled. However, she never stopped dreaming. Her
prayers were answered through meeting an ACAT
Extension Officer who taught her basic gardening
skills and later encouraged her to share what she had
learnt with others, especially her neighbours. She
started a small plot and it grew every season
She now feels her childhood dream has been fulfilled as
she is now working with community members and
helping them in their development including the
establishment of crèches, being on the school
governing board and the Community governing board,
establishing farming on a large scale and giving.
awareness training on HIV and Aids besides being a
spiritual and emotional counsellor. She says that
these achievements have not come easily, it is difficult
to adjust to working with different characters and
levels but she feels fulfilled and still wants to persevere
to help others.’
Such stories confirm that the funds that you donate
and that we channel to ACAT are very well spent.

Thank you
Liz Sharp

uKhanye Community Care
Centre
(near NQUTU)
We are delighted that Helwel Trust has been able to
donate more money to the uKhanye Community Care
Centre which is in the grounds of St Christopher’s
church in the Nqutu district. Over £4,700 was sent
out recently, as a result of the magnificent amount
raised by the Hike and two generous donations. Now
the new building can be fitted out inside, linked to the
water supply, and be made secure. So at last it can be
fully usable, both for storage of foods and donated
clothing and as a caring centre for the volunteers and
those affected by HIV/AIDS, particularly the orphans
whose numbers increase relentlessly.

News from Kate Vilakazi is that on August 4th they had
an HIV/AIDS awareness day. On that day there were
visitors from the company KFC (Kentucky Fried
Chicken) who presented a cheque for R60, 000 (about
£6,000) to provide groceries for the orphans for the next
twelve months. It is very good to see the partnership
between the local community, Helwel Trust, the
Dioceses of Zululand and private enterprise. One of
other South African partners, ACAT, is also involved in
the local area and can advise when needed.
Kate writes “We thank
you very much for the
funds you raised for
uKhanye’s furniture. I
really appreciated all the
good works and love
you’ve shown us by
assisting us to achieve our goals, vision and mission
(which is to help our community).”

Readers will remember that KwaNele changed its name
to uKhanye. It is living up to its meaning, which is
“Shine”!

Stop press: Congratulations to Kate who, we have just
learnt, has passed her nursing exams
Carolyn Mowbray
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HELWEL HIKE

2010

A blustery, sunny June day welcomed a large number
of Helwel supporters to this year’s hike in lovely
Wiltshire. Organised by Leo and Pauline Aylen, long
time supporters of Helwel, we were to take a fabulous
route up and along the ridge above Warminster, down
into the Wylye valley, across the river, then up the
hills on the other side.
The Church of St Aldhelm’s, Bishopstrow served as
our starting point and after a brief gathering of
excitable souls (human, canine and, rather
surprisingly, a horse and rider) we got underway. Our
path took us up the ridge to Battlesbury hill and some
went slightly further to tour the circuit of the mound.
There were tremendous views, and I enjoyed looking
down on the barracks were I grew up! I was too young
to remember them well, though my parents enjoyed
going over the map and photos with me afterwards.
What a long time ago.
I was so happy that my husband and son (Chris and
Basil) were able to join in on the fun, though Basil’s
rucksack sadly didn’t entertain him for too long and
they returned to the car at this point (with the aim of
meeting for lunch, more on that one later!)
The merry hikers then headed east along the ridge, up
and down chalk paths, past three more hills (Middle,
Scratchbury and Cotley, to be precise), all chatting
away in the usual fashion. The path took us downhill,
through a copse or two and the famished bunch landed
into the lovely village of Heytesbury, where we found
a delicious pub lunch. It was at this point, however,
that I seemed to lose my two boys. I thought that
mobile phones were meant to save us from these
dramas but alas, no, and after a good 30 minutes of
twelve circuits of the pub, two hikes up to the other
village pub, lots of questions and frowns, I finally
came upon them waiting patiently where our original
path came into the village! Phew. We enjoyed a
shandy and a sarnie and it was time for the hikers to
continue the trail.
We were not actually able to take part in the
afternoon, though from all accounts it was a very
pleasant walk, partly along the river Wylye, partly up
on the downs again along the Wessex Ridgeway. The
walk ended at a small arts centre and tea room called
The Ginger Piggery at a village called Boyton. Some
of the group added an extra loop to the walk so they
were able to visit the village of Sherrington and see its
attractive church, where there is some beautiful
fifteenth century Flemish stained glass. The walkers
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were picked up at The Ginger Piggery by the new curate
of the Minster Church and his wife, and a very helpful
member of the Minster’s congregation with a minibus.
And so back to Bishopstrow, where 38 people stayed for
a barbecue at Leo and Pauline’s home. Huge thanks to
them both for a very special day!
An amazing £3,132 was raised that has been sent to
Ukhanye, formerly known as kwaNele, to supply
electricity, water, door and window security and
furniture. Thank you to everyone who contributed to
such a successful day.
Sally Hanning

News Round-up
Masinakekelane: the Diocesan Outreach programme
In January Ignatius Zwane left
KwaNzimela, following the death of his
wife Nomsa, and has now returned to
parish work in the Ulundi area.
His work has been taken on by Reverend Sibusiso
Ngema (pictured) from Isandlwana who is running the
programme from there.

KwaNzimela is now being run by Dorcas Ntombela who
is the adopted daughter of Ben Skosana, a former
Helwel director, now serving as an MP. The atmosphere
there had a buzz and a general feeling of busyness.
Masisizane School for the Disabled in the Nklanda area
was part funded by Helwel Trust through Zisizeni in
2002. It now has 67 pupils and aims to grow up to 80.
When we dropped in at the end of a day visiting ACAT’s
projects, classes for the day were over but there were a
few boarders around and we chatted with one of the
teachers from whom we learnt that one of the very early
Helwel projects, Bambasani sewing group continues to
operate.

Volunteer News
'Since being a volunteer, I trained as a teacher in
Oxford, and meanwhile took up rowing again, which I
had started in Durham. I continued to teach and train
for rowing for a couple of years, until I made it into the
GB rowing squad, and so stopped teaching as we
get funding from the lottery to train full time. I went to
Beijing for the Olympics in 2008, and am still
rowing! I've since had a couple of injuries since
then but I'm still rowing full time (and tutoring maths
in my spare time), and I will go back to teaching before
too long, either this year, next year, or if not then
definitely after the Olympics in London.'
Alice Freeman

discouragement.
It is wonderful that, through your support, we can train
these ten people to make a real difference to the lives of
some children in that impoverished area of KwaZulu
Natal where unemployment now runs at 70% and there
is, currently, a spate of suicides amongst young men.
Helwel Trust has funded, with the help of our
partners, Tadworth and Walton Overseas Aid Trust
together with Caring and Sharing, the training of 15
pre-school teachers in the Melmoth area over the past
five years. The major part of that funding is now
complete. In May 2009 we invited TREE to submit a
funding proposal to train a new set of pre-school
teachers in the Nqutu area.
We received and approved a proposal for ten teachers
this time last year. TREE had received a request for
from the Cebilihle Early childhood Development
Forum (ECD) for capacity building of the 48 ECD
sites in the Nqutu area. We are now funding trainees
from 10 of those ECD sites. At a meeting that Russ
and I attended with members of Cebilihle ECD and
TREE’s representatives, Nirupa and Noni, it was
agreed that the pre-school teachers (they call them
practitioners in KwaZulu/Natal) should be selected
from sites fairly close together to enable mutual
support and encourage attendance at training days.
They have now been selected and their training
started.

We have also had feedback from some of the pre-school
teachers who have been trained in the Melmoth area.

One person writes,
‘Things I have learnt: We need to give our children time to
play with other young children and overload them with work
when they come back home. Even hitting them and
swearing at them calling them all different names is abusive
to the child. An abused child cannot live well because they
are constantly frightened for no reason.’
Another writes,
‘We are grateful for the courses because they are a major
encouragement to us and they make us have passion’.
Thank you for enabling us to help them

In their report to us, TREE quotes the following from
one of the training sessions:

Challenges:
‘I haven’t been able to make my own resources’
‘Parents don’t pay their school fees, they even refuse to
attend meeting’
‘I need more assistance to deal with children who come to
school dirty’

What support would you like from TREE?
‘To improve my knowledge and become a better teacher’
‘More teaching aids, toys and playing equipment’
‘Learn how to make equipment from waste.’

TREE observes:

Nirupa Kasserchun with a toy made from
waste at TREE’s resource centre in
Durban.
Congratulations to Nirupa who gave birth
to a son in August.

Improvisation is challenging; workshops in making toys
out of waste materials are needed.
Lack of finances and personal support causes
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Friends of Zululand News Sheet
Revd Bill Johnston now produces a news sheet about exZululand contacts and occasional articles on SA &
Zululand in particular. If you would like to receive it, he
will be happy to send it to you (by e-mail preferably).
The Revd Bill Johnson
Honeysuckle Cottage
Redford
MIDHURST
GU29 0QG
tel: 01428 741131
e-mail: mfundisi@totalise.co.uk

WILL YOU HELP?
Over £15,000 was raised through Gift Aid donations in the last year, helping vital development work in KwaZulu
Natal.
Every £1 gift aided enables Helwel Trust to reclaim an extra 25p from the taxman.
Will you make a regular donation, increase your existing bankers order or make a one-off donation? Helwel Trust
urgently needs your continuing support - please help us again.
DECLARATION FOR GIFT AID SCHEME
I WISH the Charity to treat this donation, and all donations I may make to Helwel Trust on or after the date of this declaration, as
Gift Aid donations, until I inform it otherwise. I confirm that I pay UK Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax sufficient to cover the
amount of tax reclaimed and that I will advise Helwel if this situation changes.

Name and Address
Signed: ........................................................................

Date:

..........................................

Self Assessment Repayment may be donated to Charity

The section Q19A on the Self Assessment return allows a taxpayer to donate all or part of their SA
repayment to charity (Helwel Trust’s code is SAH70AG). This option is only available to individual
taxpayers, not partnerships, trusts or estates and is not available through the Short SA Return.

Ways of giving to Helwel Trust through CAF:
Give As You Earn: Helwel Trust’s GYE number for pre-tax payroll giving is 000104834
CAF Vouchers
CAF Charity Card
CAFCASH
www.cafonline.org (for online donations)
Please send any donations to Helwel Trust:
Carol & Mike French, Copperfield, Station Road, MUCH HADHAM, SG10 6AX
Phone: 0127 984 2404e-mail:mikef@muchhadham.com

If you would like more copies of this Newsletter, Gift Aid
Envelopes, a leaflet on leaving a Legacy to Helwel Trust or
further information about Helwel Trust –
please contact the Organizing Secretary, Liz Sharp at
Hele Cottage, Hele Cross, Ashburton,
NEWTON ABBOT, TQ13 7QX
Tel: 01364 652333
e-mail: liz60@talktalk.net
http://www.helweltrust.co.uk
All the Trust's Officers give their services voluntarily.
Registered Address of the Helwel Trust: as above
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